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Thank You 2021 GLOBAL Supporters!
Fast Enterprises kickstarts the giving season by generously donating to GLOBAL’s
life-changing programs and initiatives for people with Down syndrome. It’s not too
late to help us with our $100,000 Year End match. No amount is too great or too
small to make a difference! $100,000 Match

GLOBAL Welcomes New
Team Member
David Tolleson joins GLOBAL as Senior
Advisor Strategic Alliances after nearly
two decades serving as the Executive
Director of the National Down
Syndrome Congress. Based in Atlanta,
David will support GLOBAL’s growing
membership and medical
resources. Learn More

Wishing You The Happiest
Holidays!
GLOBAL President & CEO Michelle Sie
Whitten shares a special holiday
message about her family & daughter
Sophia, the inspiration behind
GLOBAL. From Our Family to Yours

Meet One of Our Brilliant
Researchers!
The groundbreaking and GLOBAL
funded Crnic Institute Human Trisome
Project™ is managed by Keith Smith,
whose career was inspired by his
brother, who happens to have Down
syndrome. Keith's Story

GLOBAL's New Advisory Board
GLOBAL’s Membership Advisory Board
is an impressive group of leaders from
across the nation representing some of
the largest local Down syndrome
organizations. We are so grateful for
their time, talent and support. Meet
the Board!

We're In the News!

GLOBAL has made local and national
news dozens of times throughout 2021
and YOU can check out our biggest
stories. National Headlines!

Shop and Support GLOBAL

When you shop with Amazon Prime, a
portion of your purchases get donated
to GLOBAL at no extra cost to
you. Start Shopping Today!

Please Donate!
Your donation will fund life-changing research and medical care for people with Down

syndrome. Together we will elongate lives and improve health outcomes!

Facts About DS | Misconceptions vs Reality | COVID 19 | Words Can Hurt |
Adult Guideline | Prenatal Testing

Support GLOBAL while you shop!

The Global Down Syndrome Foundation (GLOBAL) is the largest non-profit in the U.S. working to save
lives and dramatically improve health outcomes for people with Down syndrome. GLOBAL has donated
more than $32 million to establish the first Down syndrome research institute supporting over 400
scientists and over 2,000 patients with Down syndrome from 33 states and 10 countries. Working closely
with Congress and the National Institutes of Health, GLOBAL is the lead advocacy organization in the U.S.
for Down syndrome research and medical care. GLOBAL has a membership of over 150 Down syndrome
organizations worldwide and is part of a network of Affiliates – the Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome, the
Sie Center for Down Syndrome, and the University of Colorado Alzheimer's and Cognition Center – all on
the Anschutz Medical Campus. GLOBAL’s widely circulated medical publications include GLOBAL Medical
Care Guidelines for Adults with Down Syndrome, Prenatal Testing and Information about Down
Syndrome, and the award-winning Down Syndrome World™ magazine. GLOBAL also organizes the Be
Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show, the largest Down syndrome fundraiser in the world.
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